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Revisiting the Regulatory Framework: A
Necessary Action to Promote the Deployment
of Renewable Energy Sources for Electricity in
Jordan
Ibrahim Marei*
Jordan has been suffering from dependence on imported energy for decades and the recent
geopolitical situations in its neighbouring countries have affected its energy security, allow-
ing only an intermittent supply of imported fuels to Jordan. Moreover, the consequent volatil-
ity of fuel prices resulted in immense debt for the National Electricity Company in 2013. To
manage these crises, the Jordanian government aims to diversify Jordan’s energy sources
and to promote local energy production. It has begun a gradual reduction in subsidies for
fossil fuels and it has prepared legal and financial forecasts based on the strong potentials
of solar and wind power. Despite its adoption of economic instruments, such as net meter-
ing and auction provisions, the government did not achieve its targeted 7% of energy from
renewable sources by 2015. To ensure the achievement of the target of 10% by 2020 and the
effective implementation of the plan for green growth, Jordan’s energy laws and policies
need to be revised continuously.
I. Introduction
Jordan is a country in south-western Asia, a member
state of the Arab League and one of the Middle East-
ern and North African (MENA) countries. According
to theKingdom’s constitution, the governmental sys-
tem was established on the basis of a hereditary par-
liamentary monarchy.1 The King is anointed as the
head of the executive authority and selects the gov-
ernment after being appointed by the House of Rep-
resentatives. Legislative authority is entrusted to
both the parliament and the King. Legislative power
is also conferred on the National Assembly, which in-
cludes the House of the Senate and the House of
Representatives.2 Usually, the Prime Minister
presents a draft of a law to the House of Representa-
tives, which, in turn, presents the draft to the House
of the Senate. The law is passed when it gains the
council’s approval; then it becomes ready to be rati-
fied by the King.3
The population in Jordan has grown consistently
over recent decades and, in 2015, the country had ap-
proximately 9.531million inhabitants; of these, 6.613
million were nationals and the remainder were non-
Jordanians and refugees.4 The growing population
and the intermittent supply of imported energy from
neighbouring countries have led Jordan to start di-
versifying its energy sources and tobegin to integrate
newapproaches, including renewable energy.5While
Jordan is rich in resources such as shale oil, it has lim-
ited stocks of oil and gas and local resources com-
prise only a small portion of its current total energy
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1 The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, ‘The Constitution of Jordan’
(1952) 1093 Official Gazette, art 1 <http://www.kinghussein.gov
.jo/constitution_jo.html> accessed 2 May 2016.
2 ibid art 25.
3 ibid art 91.
4 Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan Department of Statistics, Report of
Main Results of Census 2015 (2016), 11.
5 Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR), Annual
Report (2013), 43 <http://www.memr.gov.jo/Pages/viewpage.aspx
?pageID=190> accessed 3 November 2015.
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supply. Around 97% of Jordan’s fossil-fuel sources
are currently imported.6
To diversify its energy sources and to meet the
growing demand for electricity, Jordan has begun to
utilise abundant renewable energies, such as solar
and wind power.7 Several locations in Jordan show
adequate solar irradiance andwind speeds that could
be harnessed for power generation.8 Consequently,
the government’sMaster Energy Strategy for 2007 in-
cluded a goal to incorporate alternative renewable
sources. According to this goal, renewable energy use
was to reach 7% by 2015 and increase to 10% by
2020.9 Notwithstanding, in 2014 it was reported that
only 2% of Jordan’s energy came from renewable
sources and Jordan was unable to reach its target of
7% by 2015.10
This paper will analyse Jordan’s regulatory frame-
work to aid in the achievement of its renewable en-
ergy target of 10% by 2020; it will first examine Jor-
dan’s electricity structure and then analyse the coun-
try’s renewable energy laws and policies.
II. Overview of the Electricity Sector in
Jordan
Since electricity plays a fundamental role in any
country’s development and is a vital element of dai-
ly life within communities, Jordan strives to develop
its energy services. The scarcity of resources and the
requirement for significantenergy importsposechal-
lenges for the Jordanian government. Despite con-
stant growth in the demand for energy, only 3% of
Jordan’s energy was produced locally in 2014.11 This
required heavy reliance on imported energy. Mean-
while, in 2014, electricity consumption had grownby
5.9%, with 15,418 gigawatt-hours of energy con-
sumed and 18,704 gigawatt-hours produced.12 These
numbers infer a considerable excess of electricity,
probably arising fromacombinationof technical and
non-technical factors. It is reported that the house-
hold sector contributed to 43% of overall electricity
consumption in 2014.13
Jordan’s electricity sector has been developed in-
tensively across several phases since its establish-
ment. To begin with, the Jordan Electricity Authori-
ty, an autonomous governmental institution, was es-
tablished under the Jordan Electricity Authority Law
to operate the generation, transmission and distrib-
ution of electricity in non-concessional areas.14 In
1996, the Electricity Authority was registered as the
National Electricity Company, a public share-holding
company that was completely government owned.
This company replaced the JordanElectricityAuthor-
ity and continued to work until the creation of the
Electricity Provision Law.15 This law allowed for a re-
structuring of the electricity sector, for the separation
of the various components of electricity production
and for greater private investment. In line with in-
ternational standards, the law also aimed to deliver
a reliable and affordable electricity service at reason-
able prices.
In 2002, Article 6 of the General Electricity Law
stipulated the establishment of the Electricity Regu-
latory Commission.16 Subsequently, the first Board
of Commissioners was assigned pursuant to a minis-
terial decision in 2005 and given a monitoring and
licensing role. However, the powers of policymaking
were retained as the responsibility of theMinistry of
Energy and the securing of investment was left to
electricity companies in conjunctionwith the private
sector.17 This approach enabled the commission to
oversee the effective restructuring of the industry to
6 MEMR, Energy 2014: Facts and Figures (2014) <http://goo.gl/
qn87HX> accessed 2 October 2015.
7 MEMR, Annual Report (2014), 38 <http://www.memr.gov.jo/
echobusv3.0/SystemAssets/559fe1de-70aa-441e-8440
-f3fd1cf2cdbd.pdf> accessed 2 October 2015.
8 For example, M A Alsaad, ‘Wind Energy Potential in Selected
Areas in Jordan’ (2013) 65 Energy Conversion and Management
704; Y Anagreh and A Bataineh, ‘Renewable Energy Potential
Assessment in Jordan’ (2011) 15 (5) Renewable and Sustainable
Energy Reviews 2232; Z Jibril, ‘Estimation of Solar Radiation
Over Jordan: Predicted Tables’ (1991) 1 (2) Renewable Energy
277.
9 National Energy Research Centre, Updated Master Strategy of
Energy Sector in Jordan for the Period 2007–2020 (2007), 20
<http://www.nerc.gov.jo/Download/english%20-energy
%20strategy.pdf> accessed 23 September 2015.
10 MEMR (n 7), 19. The annual report for 2015 has yet to be dis-
closed.
11 MEMR (n 6).
12 MEMR (n 7), 26–28.
13 ibid 28.
14 Jordan Electricity Authority Law N 21 for 1967 (Jordan) 1995
Official Gazette 494, art 3.
15 Electricity Law N10 for 1996 (Jordan) 4146 Official Gazette 3024,
art 3. This law will be referred to throughout the paper as the
‘Electricity Provision Law’ unless otherwise indicated.
16 Provisional Law N 64 for 2002 General Electricity Law (Jordan)
4568 Official Gazette 4930. This law will be referred to through-
out the paper as the General Electricity Law unless otherwise
indicated. A translated copy of the law can be found at <http://
emrc.gov.jo/images/electricity_law.pdf>.
17 Electricity Regulatory Commission, Annual Report (2011) 10
<http://emrc.gov.jo/pdf/publications_en/a_r_2011.pdf> accessed
2 October 2015.
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ensure reliable and secure electricity services, trans-
parent competition in the private sector and the pro-
tection of consumer rights.18 Accordingly, the Elec-
tricity Provision Law allows the commission, inter
alia, to license bodies involved in electricity activities
across the Kingdom and to suggest adequate electric-
ity tariffs as well as connection, service and subscrip-
tion fees.19 Moreover, the commission is required to
report to the government on the feasibility of con-
verting theelectricity sector fromasingle-buyermod-
el to a competitive model.20 The General Electricity
Law was enacted to support the commission in de-
veloping and optimising the electricity sector.21
Additionally, the regulatory commission oversees
the electricity sector in Jordan and controls four com-
panies specialising in electricity generation, three
companies specialising in energy distribution and
one company specialising in energy transmission.
However, in April 2014, the Ministry of Energy and
Mineral Resources merged the commission into the
Energy andMineralsRegulatoryCommission.22This
recent restructuring has taken place to integrate the
Electricity Regulatory Commission with other new
established commissions, suchas theNuclear andRa-
diation Regulatory Commission and the Natural Re-
sources Authority. The integration combines recent-
ly developedgovernmental units under a single body.
Although the Electricity Provision Lawhadmade the
Prime Minister responsible for the Electricity Com-
mission, this responsibility has since been delegated
to the Minister for Energy and Mineral Resources.23
The regulation of the electricity sector in Jordan also
dictated electricity tariffs.24The government devised
a tariff scale according to various consumer require-
ments. Tariffs vary according to daytime, night time
and peak time consumption of electricity. As well as
the prices of electricity sold by distribution compa-
nies, the government also determined the prices of
bulk electricity provided by transmission companies
to distribution companies or major industries.25
The law states that the Ministry is responsible for
encouraging electricity generation from renewable
sources.26 Here, the law defines renewable as ‘Ener-
gy originating from natural, non-fossil resources in-
cluding solar energy, wind energy, hydro energy and
bio energy’.27 The integration of renewable energy
sources is central to the purpose of the law, a fact that
can also be seen in stipulations for contracts relating
to independent power producers inwhich the law re-
quires that the first two of the four electricity gener-
ation licenses are to be granted to applicants for re-
newable projects.28 Arguably, these references to re-
newable energy within electricity law marked the
start of a new era of integrated renewable sources in
the electricity sector in Jordan, emerging before the
assignment of the regulatory commission, which be-
gan its work in 2005.
Jordan has signed contracts for projects to gener-
ate electricity fromwind and solar power and assess-
ments of offers by investors in this field are ongoing.
In the meantime, Jordan has decided to exploit its
wealth of shale oil for electricity production. Jordan
has the fourth-largest deposits of shale oilworldwide.
Roughly 7 billion tons of shale oil can be extracted
for use in oil-fired electricity production.29 It is esti-
mated that shale oil will contribute to 14% of domes-
tic energy by 2020.30 Despite the environmental im-
pact of shale oil exploitation, Jordan has franchised
concession areas and has also signed memoranda of
understanding with local and global companies for
the purpose of exploitation.31 Two companies now
intend to generate electricity using shale oil and one
is expected to launch a 430 MW capacity electricity
plant in 2017.32
As the country suffers from a scarcity of domestic
energy sources, while its peak-load electricity use in-
creases annually, Jordan has conducted studies and
has decided to deploy a civil nuclear plant as a fur-
ther measure to produce energy.33 The government
has founded a public company to manage nuclear
18 ibid 11.
19 Electricity Provision Law (n 15), art 7, s B.
20 ibid.
21 ibid art 3.
22 Restructuring Governmental Institutions and Departments Law
N17 for 2014 (Jordan) 5283 Official Gazette 2786, art 3.
23 ibid.
24 General Electricity Law (n 16), art 47.
25 Council of Ministers, Electricity Tariff Instructions (2015) <http://
goo.gl/DHSZcC> accessed 2 October 2015.
26 General Electricity Law (n 16), art 4, s F.
27 ibid art 2.
28 ibid.
29 MEMR (n 5), 18.
30 MEMR (n 9).
31 MEMR, Annual Report (2012), 36–38 <http://www.memr.gov.jo/
echobusv3.0/SystemAssets/07667e8e-9a80-42ad-831d
-fd283ea56d70.pdf> accessed 2 October 2015.
32 ibid 38.
33 MEMR (n 9), 10.
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power projects.34 Meanwhile, the Kingdom has ap-
proved and licensed a 5 MW capacity research-and-
training nuclear reactor within a Jordanian universi-
ty to implement scientific and atomic engineering re-
search relevant to nuclear power plants and other in-
dustrial fields.35Moreover, twonuclear reactors, each
with a capacity of 2000MWand projected for launch
in 2023 and 2025, will be built and developed by a
Russian company to supply energy and assist with
waterdesalination. Inconjunctionwith investorsand
operators, Jordan is preparing an environmental-im-
pact study and a feasibility study for the new nuclear
reactors.36 Considering the risks associated with
building a civil nuclear plant, Jordan has prepared
laws, bylaws, policies and standards to implement
nuclear safety procedures consistent with interna-
tional standards. However, at least one study has
shown that nuclear power is an expensive and poten-
tially unworkable choice for Jordan.37 Instead, Jordan
could reinforce and diversify its domestic energy
sources by investing in renewable energy anddeploy-
ingnaturalgasasanadditional sourceofenergy,with-
out the need to undertake expensive nuclear projects.
To guarantee an alternative supply of natural gas
after the dramatic drop in gas supply from Egypt,
new facilities are being constructed. By building a
new natural gas platform, as well as a new gas-stor-
age facility in the Gulf of Aqaba, Jordan has decided
to implement all of the choices that are capable of se-
curing its energy supply.38 In addition to natural gas,
there is a prominent bio-gas project functioning in
Jordan which treats landfill waste to generate elec-
tricity.39 The generation of electricity fromwaste has
been approved for development and investors from
the private sector have submitted direct offers, along
the lines of those that have been adopted for the gen-
eration of solar-powered electricity.40 Further, Jordan
has considered the necessity of building an intercon-
nection grid with Saudi Arabia to operate with the
intended Arab Interconnection Grid.41
Jordan has adopted multiple solutions to secure
its electricity supply. However, although Jordan in-
tends to implement several non-renewable energy so-
lutions in addition to renewable sources, such
options—for example, the nuclear power plant and
the extraction of shale oil—may entail environmen-
tal disadvantages and high deployment costs. The
budget allocated to these projects could be better in-
vested in fostering renewable schemes, which may
result in more sustainable outcomes for the environ-
ment and even return revenue to the Kingdom.
Nonetheless, Jordan has takenmany steps to address
its continuing demand for energy through its renew-
able energy projects, its natural gas projects, its shale
oil projects and its nuclear power project. It seems
that Jordan is determined to develop the nuclear
scheme, despite its various risks and its potential im-
pact on an already massively indebted national bud-
get.
Despite the abovementioned efforts, the electrici-
ty sector in Jordan is faced with large debts. Sizeable
loansand financial commitmentsoverburden theNa-
tional Electricity Company. It is reported that rising
fuel prices and the now intermittent supply of Egypt-
ian gas have resulted in a significant level of debt, de-
spite subsequent price adjustment by electricity-dis-
tribution companies.42Asa consequence, the govern-
ment incurs the excess costs arising fromthe increase
in fuel prices and pays more in subsidies than the to-
tal sale price of electricity to consumers.43 The gov-
ernment has planned to strategically lessen its loss-
es by phasing out governmental subsidy until 2017
and simultaneously diversifying Jordan’s energy
spectrum by using an array of sources, including re-
newable energy projects, shale oil and natural gas. In
brief, the key solutions provided by the government
to address the problem of energy-related debt were
adjustments to electricity tariffs, reductions in gov-
ernment subsidies and diversified energy sources.44
Further, government strategy recommends the issu-
ingofabylawthat involvesenergy-savingprocedures
and the rationalisation of energy consumption to re-
duce demand, especially in the electricity sector.45
34 MEMR (n 5), 47.
35 ibid 48.
36 ibid.
37 M S Mohsen, ‘Renewable or Nuclear Energy? Jordan’s Energy
Strategy Options’ (2013) 6 International Journal of Thermal and
Environmental Engineering 35, 35.
38 MEMR (n 5), 46.
39 ibid 44.
40 ibid.
41 ibid 46.
42 MEMR, National Strategic Plan for Dealing with NEPCO’s Losses
2013-2017 <http://www.memr.gov.jo/> accessed 15 May 2015.
43 ibid.
44 ibid.
45 Bylaw N 73 for 2012: Measures to Rationalise Energy Consump-
tion and Improve Energy Efficiency (Jordan) 5187 Official Gazette
5208.
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While acknowledging the various approaches by the
government to address some of the problems sur-
rounding the electricity sector in Jordan, the follow-
ing section sheds light on Jordan’s achievements in
terms of renewable energy.
III. Renewable Energy in Jordan
In 2002, the Electricity Provision Law addressed the
definition of renewable energy for the first time and
listed it among the responsibilities of theMinistry of
Energy.46 Later, in 2007, renewable energy was high-
lighted in Jordan’s energy policy as the government
proposed that renewable energy would enhance en-
ergy supply and reduce the Kingdom’s dependence
on fuel imports. Research by the Ministry of Energy
indicates that the Jordan’s geographical location re-
ceives solar irradiance levels of 5–7 kilowatt-hours
per square metre and, in specific locations, wind
speedsof 7–9miles per second.47Taking into account
these figures, the Jordanian government declared as
a long-term target that 7% of its energy resources
would be renewable by 2015 and that 10% would be
renewable by 2020.
Considering Jordan’s current renewable projects,
it is clear that Jordan was not able to reach its 2015
renewable energy goal. Nonetheless, Jordan has
made significant efforts to reach its target. In 2016,
each of Jordan’s major windfarms, Tafeelah and
Ma’an, produce 117 and 80 MW per hour respective-
ly.48 A 65–75 MW capacity, photovoltaic (PV) solar
project has been constructed at Aqaba and addition-
al 200 MW capacity, PV solar projects are to be con-
structed across the Kingdom.49 In 2013, Jordan con-
nected 291 systems with a total capacity of 2.5 MW
by net metering. It is also worth noting that, in 2014,
the Electricity Regulatory Commission held a cam-
paign to raise awareness about the benefits of solar
power for households. However, despite the govern-
ment’s endeavours, it appears that the outcome of
these projects is modest. In 2015, the government re-
ported that Jordan had produced 152.1 MW of ener-
gy from renewable sources in the previous year,
which comprises less than 2% of its energy supply.50
Clearly the target of 7% by 2015 was not met.
When reviewingbothArabic andEnglish versions
of theMaster EnergyStrategy, contrasting figures are
apparent. In the Arabic version, the target is placed
at 4% by 2015 and 6% by 2020. However, in the Eng-
lish version, the target is situated at 7% by 2015 and
10% by 2020. However, the annual report confirms
renewable goals as stated in the English report.51 It
may be useful for Jordan to revise both its strategy
and its renewable goals.
However, studies have shown that Jordan has sig-
nificant renewable energy potential, especially in the
domains of solar and wind power. One related study
ascertained that seven locations in Jordan have sub-
stantial potential to generate electricity from wind
power.52 Another noteworthy study projected that
Jordan could benefit from and even rely on renew-
able sources for up to 47% of its power by 2022,
should it effectuate its promotion of utility-PV pow-
er, concentrated solar power (CSP) technologies and
onshore wind power.53 This study also asserted that
CSP technologies could be a pillar of Jordan’s elec-
tricity sector. The government realised early on that
the incorporation of renewable energy within the
electricity sector would be fundamental to the diver-
sification of its energy sources and could also reduce
its dependence on fuel imports. In 2010, the govern-
ment presented the first provisional law regulating
the utilisation of replenished sources within the elec-
tricity sector. Law number three of 2010 pertaining
to renewable energy and energy efficiency was en-
acted to mark a significant stage in Jordan’s energy
development. This law was sent to the National As-
sembly for amendments.
The Jordanian government has made efforts to di-
versify its energy sources by adopting a variety of
projects, such as natural gas, biofuels, shale oil and
nuclear plants. According to financial statements
emerging from themajor energy projects of 2014, ex-
penditure on renewable projects accounted for 3.7%
46 General Electricity Law (n 16), art 2, 4.
47 MEMR (n 7), 38.
48 MEMR (n 7), 14; see Renewable Energy Projects <http://www
.memr.gov.jo/Pages/viewpage.aspx?pageID=201> accessed on 30
April 2016.
49 ibid.
50 MEMR (n 5), 19; MEMR (n 6).
51 MEMR (n 7), 38.
52 See K M Bataineh and D Dalalah, ‘Assessment of Wind-Energy
Potential for Selected Areas in Jordan’ (2013) 59 Renewable
Energy 75.
53 T Fichter, F Trieb and M Moser, ‘Optimized Integration of Renew-
able Energy Technologies Into Jordan’s Power-Plant Portfolio’
(2014) 35 (3) Heat Transfer Engineering 281, 297.
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of total energy-project expenditure.54 In 2014, expen-
diture on renewable projects had decreased in com-
parison with the previous year.55 Atomic energy
projects amounted to roughly 9% and liquefied nat-
ural gas accounted for approximately 40% of energy
expenditure.56 It is clear that non-renewable energy
projects are dominant and comprise large portions
of government expenditure on energy, probably be-
cause they are more expensive than renewable ener-
gy projects. However, to reach its renewable goals,
Jordan needs to consider much more reasonable ex-
penditure levels. The following sectionaddresses reg-
ulations governing the exploitation of renewable en-
ergy in Jordan.
IV. Instruments for Promoting
Renewable Energy in Jordan
Jordan has employed a set of legal andministerial in-
struments to increase its use of renewable energy.
Table 1 summarises these tools and they are further
detailed in the points that follow.
1. Renewable Energy and Energy
Efficiency Law
The regulation of renewable energy in Jordan is as-
sociatedwith the electricity sector.Asmentionedpre-
viously, the first law pertaining to renewable energy
54 MEMR (n 7), 52.
55 MEMR (n 5), 51. Expenditure on renewable projects accounted
for 6.1% of the total expenditure on energy projects during 2013.
56 ibid; expenditure on atomic energy projects amounted to roughly
20% and expenditure on natural gas accounted for nearly 12% of
the total energy expenditure for 2013.
Table 1: Regulation of generated electricity from renewable energy sources in Jordan
Subject Instrument
The legal base for electricity generat-
ed from renewable energy sources
• Electricity Law N64 of 2002.
• Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law N13 of 2012.
• Instructions for selling renewably generated electricity.
Renewable energy strategy No specific written renewable energy policy. Implementation occurs according to
the law and in accordance with the Master Energy Strategy and the National
Climate Change Policy.
Renewable energy target • Past: ensuring 7% of energy comes from renewable sources by 2015
• Future: ensuring 10% of energy comes from renewable sources by 2020.
Feed-in law • Market price is applied without subsidies for small-scale projects.
• Fixed feed-in tariff is applied for large-scale projects.
Tax incentives A special regulation, Bylaw N13 for 2015, has been issued exempting renewable
products, systems, devices and instruments from tax and custom duties.
Financial support • There is no allocated financial support from the government and no particular
schemes in place to provide such support.
• Fossil-fuel subsidies are being gradually eliminated.
Auctions Direct offers and tenders are organised under the general tendering law and not
under the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law.
Purchase agreements Purchase agreements for renewably generated electricity from large-scale and small-
scale plants have been developed over a period of 20 years.
Net metering Net metering is approved and applied in the residential sector to a modest extent.
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was issued in 2010 to regulate activities relevant to
the generation of electricity from renewable sources.
However, in 2012, a new amended law was promul-
gated.57 This law, known as the Renewable Energy
and Energy Efficiency Law, included guidelines fa-
cilitating the deployment of renewable energy. Later,
bylaws were also issued pursuant to the Renewable
Energy andEnergyEfficiencyLaw that together com-
prise the legal framework for renewable energy in
Jordan. The law also differentiates between renew-
able energy and renewable energy sources. It defines
renewable energy as the energy gained from sources
that have the traits of infinity and continuity anddes-
ignates renewable sources by listing the potential ori-
gins of renewable energy, including solar power,
wind power, biomass power, geothermal power and
hydroelectric power.58
The law also includes other advantages worth
mentioning. First, the law clearly identifies the oblig-
ations of electricity buyers and sellers, stressing that
sales of electricity generated from renewable sources
should bemade to licensedwholesale suppliers or re-
tail suppliers using purchase agreements drafted in
accordance with the law. Moreover, both wholesale
and retail suppliers must accept the purchase of elec-
tricity from renewable sources by subscribers con-
nected to their grid.59 Further, renewably generated
electricity loaded to the grid should be affixed a dis-
tribution code, a grid code and a supply code.60How-
ever, the law does not legislate for prospective elec-
tricity companies willing to invest in renewable en-
ergy. It is recommended that policy be amended to
energygenerationanddistributioncompanies topur-
chase a specified minimum percentage of their elec-
tricity fromrenewably sourced electricity generators.
This would encourage commitment by electricity
companies and, at the same time, it may provide an
opportunity toestablisha renewable-certificatesmar-
ket by further incorporating other industrial sectors.
Second, the law authorises the Ministry of Ener-
gy, in collaboration with specialised institutions, to
identify a list of geographical locations across Jordan
that feasibly have the potential for renewable ener-
gy exploitation. The Ministry must determine a list
of locations and respective property owners and
present it to the Council of Ministers for approval.
For locations where the land is owned by the govern-
ment, it will be allocated for suggested renewable
projects, whereas land that is private property must
be leased or expropriated pursuant to valid laws and
in accordance with the decisions of the Council of
Ministers.61Third, the lawprovides tax- andcustoms-
duty exemption for renewable energy applications,
devices and instruments, referring to a bylaw for ex-
emption provisions and details.62 Fourth, the law re-
quires the Ministry to establish a special fund sup-
porting renewable energy projects and energy con-
servation, including small-scale projects.63
TheRenewable Energy andEnergyEfficiencyLaw
aims to achieve three major goals: securing supply
by increasing the amount of renewable energy
sources in the overall production of energy and by
encouraging investment in the field, enhancing en-
vironmental protection and sustainable develop-
ment and rationalising energy consumption, there-
by improving the efficiency of energy usage at vari-
ous levels.64 The law dictates two clear trajectories:
the regulation of renewable energy and energy con-
servation.
Further, the law includes a set of provisions that
provide a basis for the future connection of renew-
able projects to the traditional grid. The Renewable
Energy and Energy Efficiency Law has been linked
with the Electricity Law, one objective of which is to
harness electricity from green sources. This link is
emphasised in the Renewable Energy and Energy Ef-
ficiency Law’s provisions; for instance, Article 2,
StatementB, states that any existingundefined terms
or statements within the Renewable Energy and En-
ergy Efficiency Law will be interpreted according to
their specific meanings under the General Electrici-
ty Law. Moreover, Article 17 states that in ‘cases
wherein provisions of theRenewable Energy andEn-
ergy Efficiency Law are not applicable, the Electrici-
ty Law provisions apply’. These articles demonstrate
clearly that the Renewable Energy and Energy Effi-
ciency Law was issued mainly for the purpose of en-
ergy regulation, rather than to address environmen-
tal concerns.
57 Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law N. 13 for 2012
(Jordan) 5153 Official Gazette 1610 <http://goo.gl/CYwylm>
accessed 2 October 2015.
58 ibid art 2.
59 ibid art 8, ss A and C.
60 ibid art 8, s B.
61 ibid art 4, ss A, B and C.
62 ibid art 11.
63 ibid art 12.
64 ibid art 3, ss A, B and C.
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In addressing administrative issues, the Renew-
able Energy andEnergy Efficiency Law stipulates the
means of selection and assessment of renewable
projects. The law presents ‘direct offers’ and ‘bids’ as
twomethods of locating Jordan’s renewable projects.
To develop one or more appropriate locations, the
Ministry of Energy can call for bids and direct pro-
posals on a competitive basis regardless of what the
Electricity Law stipulates. When the capacity of
projects exceeds 500 MW, the law allows the Min-
istry to contact either the wholesale supplier or the
retail supplier to solicit bids and direct proposals.65
To develop specific sites for the generation of re-
newably sourced electricity, the law also allows indi-
viduals to submit direct proposals to the Ministry of
Energy.66 Direct proposals must include develop-
ment and financial plans for the construction and op-
eration of potential projects.67Applicants are also re-
quired to provide proof of previous experience in the
implementation and management of a similar
project.68 Moreover, applicants should submit sup-
porting documents and provide a reasonable esti-
mate of renewable-electricity rates and tariffs based
on the specifications and the measurement refer-
ence.69 TheMinistry, in turn, must reply to applicant
proposals within sixmonths.70 Later, initially accept-
ed offers should be forwarded to the Council of Min-
isters for final approval.71
In its regulation of small-scale renewable applica-
tions, the lawallows individuals andhouseholdswho
submit renewable energy applications to sell the ex-
cess generated electricity to a wholesale or retail sup-
plier. To facilitate this process, the law created a reg-
ulatory commission to determine, categorise and is-
sue tariffs for small-scale renewable projects by stip-
ulating that renewable-electricity tariffs must not be
less than the market price of conventional electrici-
ty provided by other licensees.72 In addition, the law
states that connection costs of renewable projects to
the transmission grid will be incurred by wholesale
suppliers, whereas connection costs of projects to the
distribution grid may be determined by the commis-
sion. The law permits the regulatory commission to
exempt renewableprojects fromcomplyingwithgrid
anddistributioncodes according to technical require-
ments.73
However, Articles 5 and 6 of the Renewable Ener-
gy and Energy Efficiency Law do not identify the cri-
teria for the acceptance of competitive bids and di-
rect proposals, nor do they defer to a another perti-
nent law for these criteria. To ensure transparency
for potential investors and applicants, clear criteria
detailing competition and acceptance requirements
are important. Therefore, competitive-biddingproce-
dures should also be outlined in the law’s provisions
or developed via separate instruction. Types of bid
and detailed bidding procedures should be clearly
identified andsubject to anapplicable law.Direct pro-
posals should receive equivalent considerationunder
the law.
As mentioned above, the law frequently stresses
the issuance of auxiliary bylaws that cover addition-
al facets of the regulation of renewably generated
electricity. Similarly, the law asserts the necessity of
issuing energy conservation and rationalisation by-
laws.74 Further, in 2014, amendments to the law con-
firmed the necessity of issuing special bylaws to re-
spond to all issues pertaining to direct offers, includ-
ing application procedures, assessments and excep-
tional circumstances.75
2. Exemption Bylaw
It is crucial to incentivise renewable energy invest-
ment for individuals and the private sector. There-
fore, in 2013, a Jordanian bylaw was created to en-
able new motivations for investors in the renewable
energy domain. The bylaw includes tax exemption
for systems, devices and instruments used for renew-
able energy sources and efficiency.76 Although the
bylaw is considered a major incentive to foster re-
newable projects in Jordan, it has been imperfectly
implemented as a consequence of the misinterpreta-
65 ibid art 5, ss A and B.
66 ibid art 6, s A.
67 ibid art 6, s B(1).
68 ibid art 6, s B(2).
69 ibid art 6, s B(3)(4).
70 ibid art 6, s C.
71 ibid art 6, s D.
72 ibid art 10, ss A and B.
73 ibid art 9.
74 ibid art 18.
75 Amendment to Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law N33
for 2014 (Jordan) 5311 Official Gazette 6584, art 2.
76 Bylaw N10 for 2013 for Exempting Renewable Energy Systems,
Devices and Instruments and Energy Consuming Rationalising
(Jordan) 5205 Official Gazette 689.
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tion of its provisions. As a result, in January 2015, the
government issued the new Bylaw N13, abolishing
the previous bylaw of 2013.77 This bylaw contains
further procedures and details that illustrate how to
apply the tax exemption. The Bylaw includes a clause
wherein renewable projects are conferred exemp-
tions and stipulates the formation of a committee
presided over by the Ministry of Energy’s Secretary
General to review exemption requests. 78 The com-
mittee also comprises two biennial-term members,
named and elected by the minister, as well as other
members representing theMinistry of Environment,
the Ministry of Industry and Trade, the Customs De-
partment and the General Tax Department.79 By fol-
lowing specific procedures, the committee recom-
mends the approval or refusal of proposals to the
Minister of Energy for tax exemptions on customs
and sales.80Exemptionsmaybe applied to renewable
energy sources as well as energy-saving applications,
devices, instruments, products and services. Two ta-
bles attached to the bylaw categorise these items and
are subject to modification at the recommendation
of the minister and the committee.81
The bylaw requires three conditions to exempt re-
newable energy and energy-saving approaches.
Items should be new, unused and hold a certified en-
ergy-saving label from a recognised institution con-
firming energy-savings of at least 20%.82 Moreover,
exemptionsmay apply to both local and imported re-
newable products, applications and instruments
when sold to other suppliers, provided that they are
used for the same purposes for which they have been
exempted. A newpurchaser of exempted goodsmust
pay any outstanding sales taxes and customs fees.83
Additionally, as stipulated by the bylaw, technical
specifications for renewable products are deter-
mined and issued by the Jordan Standards and
Metrology Organisation.84
With respect to incentives, the previously men-
tioned sales-tax and customs exemptions are finan-
cial tools to stimulate investment in the renewable
market. Additionally, net metering, crediting the
owners of solar-power sources for the electricity they
add to the grid, also supports investment. However,
in Jordan this tool needs to be better exploited to pro-
mote renewably generated electricity. Jordan current-
lyuses a fixedprice for renewable energy that is equal
to the market energy price, which does not provide
a strong incentive for individuals tomake the change
to renewable energy. Netmetering is an effective eco-
nomic catalyst when combined with other financial
incentives; however, given the emerging renewable
market in Jordan, the price of renewably generated
electricity is necessarily higher than that of conven-
tional electricity. However, the cost payback duration
for households’ renewable applications is difficult to
meet by Jordanian standards.85Therefore, feed-in tar-
iff is widely advisable for newly emerging markets
that suffer from scarcities of domestic energy, such
as Jordan. In fact, scholars have suggested that a feed-
in tariff could improve the promotion of solar pow-
er in the Jordanian residential sector.86 In its study
of Jordanian clean-technology investment, the Or-
ganisation for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (OECD) concludes that Jordan does not have an
attractive-enough market and its current incentives
for renewable energy are insufficient. The study at-
tributed these results to a lack of fiscal incentives and
the absence of a feed-in tariff for renewable-generat-
ed electricity. The study asserted that promoting
clean-energy projects would help Jordan confront its
environmental and energy challenges.87
To induce more investment Jordan requires both
an attractive feed-in tariff and net metering. A study
of financial incentives for renewable energy in Jor-
dan shows that investment in wind-energy projects
could be fostered by accelerated depreciation.88 The
study shows that when the depreciation period is in-
creased, the net present value of renewable technolo-
77 Bylaw N13 for 2015: Provisions for Exempting Renewable
Energy Sources’ Systems, Devices, Instruments and Production
Input from Customs and Applying Zero Percent General Sales Tax
(Jordan), 5329 Official Gazette 902.
78 Bylaw N10 (n 76), art 3.
79 ibid.
80 ibid art 4, 5.
81 ibid art 6.
82 ibid art 9.
83 ibid art 10, 17.
84 ibid art 15.
85 A Al-Salaymeh et al, ‘Technical and Economical Assessment of
the Utilization of Photovoltaic Systems in Residential Buildings:
The Case of Jordan’ (2010) 51 (8) Energy Conversion and Man-
agement 1719, 1726.
86 Y El Tous and S Abdelhafith, ‘Feasibility of Residential Grid
Connected PV System Under the Jordanian Net Metering Renew-
able Energy Law’ (2013) 3 (7) Journal of Energy Technologies and
Policy 34, 39.
87 OECD, OECD Investment Policy Reviews: Jordan 2013 (2013),
219 <http://goo.gl/9xTEiR> accessed 2 October 2015.
88 See F Z El-Karmi and N M Abu-Shikhah, ‘The Role of Financial
Incentives in Promoting Renewable Energy in Jordan’ (2013) 57
Renewable Energy 620.
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gies increases accordingly. Likely, when tax rates de-
crease, projects become more attractive.89 In light of
these results, Jordan needs to provide more incen-
tives than the exemptions of sales taxes and custom
duties, simply because it has had limited positive out-
comes in renewable-project investment to date.
There are other alternatives that may be useful for
Jordan in reinforcing investment in renewable ener-
gy and one tested alternative is accelerated depreci-
ation.
Additionally, Jordan needs to encourage more en-
gagement by the residential sector in renewable en-
ergy deployment. While the Government of Jordan
is working to eliminate subsidies for fossil fuels by
2017,90 a solar residential schememay be possible af-
ter a revised revenue estimate. The participation of
a large electricity-consumer segment in the renew-
able market could contribute to the achievement of
renewable energy goals and sustain the objectives of
the 2014 awareness campaign.91 In fact, the OECD
report indicates that environmental concerns were
not the catalyst for the phasing out of fossil-fuel sub-
sidies in Jordan; the cuts in subsidies were employed
to aid citizens in the rising costs of living.92 Howev-
er, fossil-fuel reforms would result in significant sav-
ings for Jordan’s budget and these savings could be
invested in fostering the deployment of renewable
energy.
Jordan has developed its focus on renewable in-
vestment within the electricity sector by issuing a set
of legal guidelines. A suite of auxiliary bylaws now
regulates renewable energy production and distrib-
ution in Jordan.93 Despite this, lawmakers are yet to
consider the rights of access of tenants to renewable
energy, especially in complexes and apartment build-
ings. Guidelines dictating a balance between the
rights of tenants and the rights of owners in relation
to renewable energy need to be appropriately legis-
lated. Without proper regulation, the right of access
to renewable energy will remain unequal across the
residential sector. Tenancy-law provisions could be
adopted either to guarantee the right of tenants to ac-
cess electricity from renewable sources or to require
future landlords to include green-electricity installa-
tions in their properties.94 It may be difficult for
scholars to study the possibility of applying green
leases to the residential sector, but it is not impossi-
ble.
Further, neither renewable energy laws nor deriv-
ativebylawshave includedprovisions toprotectown-
ers’ rights to solar access.95 To avoid obstructions to
sunlight required for residential solar panels, a suit-
able boundary-setback distance should be deter-
mined for new constructions. Alternatively, require-
ments regarding space and lack of impediment to
sunlight might be stipulated by a formal connection
guide for customers seeking to connect renewable
systems to the distribution network. Nonetheless,
strategic local government planning can greatly as-
sist residential solar access through the enforcement
of boundary setbacks.
V. Directives and Instruction Guides
The electricity regulator has issued set of directives
and guides to ensure the best implementation of the
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law. These
directives organise the connection to both the distri-
bution and transmission grids. The directives also
obligate distributors to produce connection guides.
To date, the distribution companies have prepared
two guides: one for the connection of renewable
projects to the transit system and the other for their
connection via net metering. Predominantly, these
provisions have regulated relationships between
stakeholders in the renewable energy market. The
following points illustrate these directives and
guides.
1. Directive for the Sale of Electric Power
Generated from Renewable Projects
Following the creation of the 2012 Renewable Ener-
gy and Energy Efficiency Law, the Electricity Regu-
89 ibid.
90 MEMR (n 42).
91 See the Energy and Minerals Regulatory Commission (EMRC),
Renewable Energy in Jordan (2015) <http://goo.gl/LENEyo>
accessed 2 October 2015.
92 OECD (n 87), 207.
93 The government has issued a set of bylaws and instructions to
implement the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law; in
addition to the bylaws mentioned in the text, bylaws regulating
direct offers and updated exemption bylaws were issued in 2015.
94 H H Alzoubi and S Dwairi, ‘Re-assessment of National Energy
Codes in Jordan in Terms of Energy Consumption and Solar Right
in Residential Buildings’ (2015) 15 Sustainable Cities and Society
161, 161.
95 ibid 164.
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latory Commission issued a directive to regulate the
sale of electricity from renewable sources. The regu-
lator amended the initial directive inmid-September
2012.96
The directive regulations allow current and future
consumers to connect renewable applications to sin-
gle- or triple-phase distribution networks as well as
to organise the connection of projects to a medium-
voltage network.97 These regulations also stipulate
the generating capacity of small-scale renewable ap-
plications that should not exceed 5 MW per loca-
tion.98 The rules dictate that network operators de-
termine the capacity cap for renewable projects at
the time of application submission. Where the Jor-
danian government is a shareholder in renewable
projects, it is excluded by the directive from compli-
ance with the cap.99
The directive also dictates general rules for the cal-
culation of energy consumption on a monthly basis,
for the measurement of electricity loaded from and
dispatched to the grid and for the transfer of record-
ed monthly excess electricity to the following
month’s balance. The rules also identify and clarify
tariff prices for purchased renewably generated elec-
tricity as well as incentives and support appended to
tariffs.100 The directive obliges distributors to pre-
pare an instruction guide including procedures for
the connection of renewable projects to the grid, con-
tracts, billing processes, consumption settlements
and the termination of net metering.101
The directive also asserts the rights of distributors
to test the compatibility of new connection points
with the grid according to distribution codes as well
as the rights of distributors to disconnect any incom-
patible points that may affect the function of the dis-
tribution grid.102Moreover, to ensure adaptability to
Jordan’s dynamic renewable energy policy, the direc-
tive rules can be updated annually. The Electricity
RegulatoryCommission is entrusted to adjudicate on
matters not covered by the directive.103
2. Measurement Reference
The Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law
defines measurement reference as ‘the record pur-
chasing price of renewably sourced electricity pre-
pared by collaboration between the Electricity Com-
mission and stakeholders’.104 The law mentions the
record price while identifying the conditions for di-
rect renewable-project proposals and specifies that
the proposed tariff for renewably sourced electricity
should accord with the measurement reference105
neither including further details about the reference
nor referring it to a pertinent body. However, these
ambiguities were addressed in the recent amend-
ments to the measurement reference by the regula-
tory commission.
The measurement reference is an essential instru-
ment for defining the cap price for the purchase of
electricity from renewable sources, especially in re-
lation to direct-proposal projects. The list of prices
categorised by types of renewably generated electric-
ity in themeasurement reference assist applicants in
estimating their proposed prices while preparing di-
rect offers. Successful applicants are awarded incen-
tives beyond the measurement reference indicators
should they employ instruments manufactured in
Jordan tobuild theproject.However, these incentives
willnotbeconferred if the total capacityof theproject
exceeds 500 MW.106 The latest-released reference
confirmed that the figures are subject to change an-
nually and that, when necessary, an interpretation of
the reference can be disseminated. Nonetheless, the
commission is able to make determinations about
cases that fall outside the reference.107
3. Instruction Guide for the Connection
of Renewable Projects by Net Metering
In regulating the relationship between net metering
distributors and end-users, the electricity regulator
96 Directive for the Sale of Electric Power Generated from Renew-
able Projects, 2012 (Jordan) 5178 Official Gazette 4118 <http://
emrc.gov.jo/images/inst_apx_1.pdf> accessed 2 October 2015.
97 ibid art 3, ss A and B.
98 ibid art 3, s C.
99 ibid art 3, s F.
100 ibid art 4.
101 ibid art 6, 9.
102 ibid art 7.
103 ibid art 12.
104 Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law (n 57), art 2.
105 ibid art 6, s B(4).
106 Measurement References for Generated Electricity Prices from
Renewable Energy Sources 2014 (Jordan) 5264 Official Gazette
276, art 4. Author’s translation; the reference can be found in
Arabic only at <http://goo.gl/YAZIWT>.
107 ibid art 5.
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refers to the provisions of the connection agreement
and in regulating connection procedures it refers to
the instruction guide.108The guide describes the con-
nection of either small-scale or large-scale renewable
projects to the distribution grid. For this purpose, the
guide recommends ‘all ingredients start from the
transmission network and continue until the end-
user connection point’ and the network distributes
electricity at a voltage of nomore than33kilovolts.109
Moreover, the guide identifies small-scale renewable
projects as those that do not exceed 16 ambers per
single phase and large-scale projects as those that ex-
ceed 16 amberswith a generation capacity of nomore
than 5 MW. The guide explains all of the details re-
lated to the connection of renewable projects to the
grid, including administrative, financial and techni-
cal informationpertaining to connectionprocedures.
Information regarding timed connection processes
is structured throughout the four sections of the
guide.
The guide refers to the ‘connection agreement’ be-
tween the distributor and the end-user. The agree-
ment of purchase, or the connection agreement, as it
is referred to in the guide, should be signed by both
the small-scale renewable-project managers and the
company responsible for connection to the distribu-
tionnetwork.Theagreement includesprovisionsper-
taining to connections,maintenance and safety,mea-
surement procedures, disconnections, liabilities, ter-
minations, ownership waivers, tariffs, validity of
agreements, dispute resolutions and technical limi-
tations. The connection agreement is appended to
the instruction guide110 and refers to it several times,
especially when additional details are required to en-
sure the agreement’s provisions.
4. Directive for the Passing of Electricity
Generated from Renewable Sources
for the Consumption as Opposed to
the Sale
The directive is aimed at stimulating the building of
plants for the renewable generation of power for all
user types. Therefore, the commission distinguished
between net-metered connections for consumption
purposes and net-metered connections for sale pur-
poses. The regulator issued a directive for projects in-
tending to connect with either the transmission grid
or the distribution grid to consume renewably gener-
ated electricity or to supply it without sale to others.
The directive provides right of access to the grid
for any subscriber seeking to build and operate a re-
newable-generationplant for the purpose of consum-
ing power.111 Subscribers are able to construct gen-
eration plants either inside or outside of a distribu-
tor’s concession area; however, plants must be built
or connected at a distance from the initial subscrip-
tion location. Once connected, subscribers incur the
total costs of connection to the grid, of any electrici-
ty losses and of transmission via the grid. Moreover,
subscribers commit to conducting technical tests in
accordance with the distribution and transmission
code. These tests must comply with the electricity
passing agreement. Distributors and the transmitter
usually determine the details of the electricity pass-
ing agreement, such as instructions, procedures, lim-
itations, technical specifications and connections of
acceptance.112
Further, the directive dictates settlements for elec-
tricity consumption and generated-electricity excess,
calculations of power on a monthly basis and trans-
fers of excess monthly electricity to the following
month’s credit.113 The directive also allows for the
disconnection from the grid of subscribers who are
in arrears.114 The regulatory commission has the
power to modify the directive’s provisions annually,
interpret and illustrate the directive as required and
make determinations about cases not covered by the
directive.115
For thepurpose of coveringpassing costs, the com-
mission amended its instructions concerning elec-
tricity passing fees in 2014. Unlike those of tradition-
al generation plants, owners of renewable applica-
tions of nomore than 5MWcapacity per location do
not require a building license.116 As per the instruc-
tions, users of either thedistributiongrid or the trans-
108 EMRC, Instruction Guide for Connecting Renewable Systems
Using Net Metering <http://goo.gl/7nFc4o> accessed 19 Decem-
ber 2015. No publication date. Author’s translation.
109 ibid.
110 EMRC, Small-scale Renewable Energy Systems Connection
Agreement, Appendix 1 <http://goo.gl/JJhdsT> accessed 30
November2015. No publication date. Author’s translation.
111 Directive for the Passing of Electricity Generated from Renewable
Sources for the Consumption as Opposed to the Sale (2013)
(Jordan) 5233 Official Gazette 3579, art 3, ss A–C.
112 ibid art 4, ss A–F.
113 ibid art 5.
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116 Instruction of Fees for Passing of Electric Power 2013 ( Jordan)
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mission grid must pay the costs of electricity losses
and transmission. When a distributor or transmitter
approves a qualified location for the building of a
power plant, users are not obligated to pay for elec-
tricity losses. Further, the instructions stipulate that
theconnectionagreement signedbysubscribers shall
quantify electricity losses and determine transmis-
sion costs.117 The instructions are subject to annual
changeand the regulatorycommission is empowered
to make determinations about cases not covered by
the instructions.
5. Instruction Guide for Passing
Connected Renewable Projects to
Distribution or Transmission Grids
The regulator has released a guide for the connection
of renewable-generation plants to either the trans-
mission or the distribution grid for the supply of elec-
tricity to other subscribers.118 The guide includes the
following connection instructions:
• procedures for connecting to either the distribu-
tion or the transmission grid to supply subscrip-
tions to the distribution system
• procedures for connecting to the transmission
grid to supply subscriptions to the transmission
system.
The first section of the guide includes the requisites
for connecting both small-scale and large-scale
projects.119 It describes methods for the measure-
ment and billing of electricity and details connection
procedures, the mechanisms for connecting applica-
tions, the process of initial acceptance, the nature of
the connection agreement and the operation proce-
dures for renewable projects. In this regard, unlike
small-scale projects, large-scale-project owners need
to execute a preliminary impact study. The second
section regulates the connection of renewable sys-
tems to the transmission grid to supply subscribers
connected to the distribution grid.120 These systems
need to be connected in accordancewith general con-
nection requirements, applied criteria, technical lim-
itations, required technical studies as well as the con-
nection agreement and operation procedures. By the
same token, these systems follow the procedures for
excess and generated electricity. The third section de-
scribes the connection procedures for renewable sys-
tems to the transmissiongrid to supply transmission-
grid subscribers, which is almost the same as the pro-
cedure for those projects connected to the distribu-
tion grid.121
The issuing of these guides for net metering and
connection for passing to the grids has removed the
ambiguities surrounding the integration of renew-
able projects with existing electricity networks that
had arisen as a consequence of the Renewable Ener-
gy and Energy Efficiency Law. Whereas neither the
law nor the directives explain provisions for net me-
tering and connection to the grids, all necessary pro-
cedures for connection are outlined by the guides.
Without the guides connection procedures would
continue to be unclear and additional details would
be needed to clarify the processes.
Jordan has preparedmulti-legal instruments to ac-
celerate the deployment of renewable energy in its
electricity sector. However, while these instruments
concentrate mostly on securing greater foreign in-
vestment, the encouragement of the residential sec-
tor to invest remains modest, even though this sec-
tor is the largest consumer of electricity in Jordan.
VI. Conclusion
Since 1999, Jordan has planned to liberalise its elec-
tricity sector and to stimulate competition between
electricity companies. Jordan has succeeded in un-
bundling the main activities of its electricity sector:
generation, transmission and distribution. However,
because of its heavy reliance on an intermittent sup-
ply of imported fuel, the National Electricity Compa-
ny is burdenedwith significant debt, which has been
translated into public debt.
To resolve this crisis, the government aims to di-
versify its energy sources by the incorporation of re-
newable energy and energy obtained from other
sources, such as nuclear power, natural gas and shale
oil. The need for energy security underpins Jordan’s
policies addressing the utilisation of renewable ener-
117 ibid art 5, ss A–C.
118 EMRC, ‘Instruction Guide for Passing Connected Renewable
Projects to Distribution or Transmission Grids’ <http://goo.gl/
VReGhe> accessed 30 November 2015. No publication date.
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gy and the country is eager to integrate green sources
into its electricity sector. Jordan has promulgated a
package of regulatory instruments and established a
renewable target of 10% by 2020. Unfortunately, Jor-
dan did not achieve the 7% target that was set for
2015 and was only successful in producing 2% of its
energy from renewable sources by early 2015. Mean-
while, Jordan incurred substantial expenses through
the adoption of other projects, such as natural gas
and nuclear power.
Although Jordan has a regulatory framework for
renewable energy and the sale of renewably sourced
electricity is well-monitored, the government may
have to revise its promotion policy to reduce loop-
holes within the regulations and instructions. In ad-
dition to its other incentives, Jordan needs to study
the benefits and feasibility of premium feed-in tar-
iffs to induce greater engagement by the residential
sector. Jordan may need to clarify, through further
regulations, the bidding procedures for newprojects,
the criteria of the acceptance of offers, the rights of
access to solar energy, appropriate boundary-setback
distances and green tenancy agreements. To achieve
its target of 10% by 2020, Jordan needs to prioritise
renewable energy projects above other energy
sources. Thus, the current renewable energy regula-
tions and policy will require some tailoring and revi-
sion.
